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John Kenneth Clark’s
Pipes in Stripes
CLARE HENRY

J

OHN CLARK is a glass artist, a Glasgow
graduate now based in Germany. His latest discovery – how to turn music into
colour –was recently premiered in Caithness.
Clark calls himself a glass painter (the title
goes back to medieval times) but he is so
much more. Inventor. Chemist. Architect.
Teacher. Musician. His range is breathtaking, with projects scattered around the
world from Dumbarton and Kilmacolm
via Glasgow Cathedral to Germany, Dubai,
Shanghai and Kenya. “I’ve been building a
cathedral in Africa,” he says casually when
we meet. He is back home to install his latest
work, a window translating bagpipe music
into coloured glass. Pipes in Stripes.
Colour and light are an intrinsic, vital part
of any glass work, but Clark’s pioneering discovery is being able to translate music into
glass using hundreds of vibrant colours for
every chord. “I wanted to bend the light.”
The Caithness window involves 10,000
pieces of glass. “I’ve worked out a system like
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an algorithm, which has a very regular structure and pattern. Here the A note becomes
pink, purple is G. You can even see the length
of the note in the size of the glass piece. The
grace notes are there too. If a work is musically harmonious, it will be visually harmonious too.”
Clark first focused on the relationship
between music and colour last summer.
Searching for links between frequencies of
music and light, “I found there was a quite
clear correlation in the range of hertz in
music and terahertz in a microwave measurement of light. It was all a big surprise!
Applying this to the spectrum band of visible light, each frequency in music had a
corresponding colour. In standard tuning
440 Hz is A, 440 THz is pink and so on. There
are twelve notes including sharps and flats
in Western music. Each note has a colour
within this system: darker for a deep tone;
lighter for high notes. These are the central
notes on a piano keyboard. With octaves,
the same twelve notes are used but deeper
or higher in tone.”
During this adventure Clark looked at bagpipe music, transcribing his favourite piece,
Flowers of the Forest using his system. “An

Caithness pipers during the installation ceremony
of John Kenneth Clark’s window at Latheron
House, The Byre, 2019. (Photo: Angus Mackay,
courtesy Bullseye Glass Projects).

amazing amount of pattern and structure
emerged.” It’s impressive to see how this
famous tune appears via the lens of astonishingly beautiful, rich, glowing glass made
in Portland, USA.
Bullseye Glass Co., founded in 1974 in
Portland Oregon, invites artists to its factory to collaborate, experiment and push
the boundaries of its material, developing
new formal, colour, or conceptual languages
for the work. Bullseye’s speciality is fused,
melted glass.
Clark is now using Bullseye Glass in a way
no-one has ever done before. “Mine is a
unique concept,” he says. “I have a logical
way of thinking. I like solving complex problems or complicated technical exercises.
I’ve been experimenting since 1978! I like to
work out how and why... What happens if I do
this?... Has anyone tried that?”
The Caithness window is totally abstract,
entirely geometric, which is unusual for Clark
whose graphic designs for Scotland are so
well known. His use of line in Glasgow’s
Synagogue windows with their complex
references, for example, or his recent rose
windows for Shanghai, come hand in hand
with his ability to create shade and form
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via what is a technically difficult
House in Tain, where he used
etching of the glass surface.
whisky colours for his Celtic grifClark is known for his meticfin design in fused Bullseye Glass
ulous and intensely focused
– a relief sculpture, just like the
ethos, necessary for this exactlarge Stations of the Cross for
ing medium. Has so much work
Kenya’s cathedral. These were
for religious buildings changed
made, cast and fired in Africa,
his attitudes? His background is
with all the technical problems
Church of Scotland. “Very little of
which that entailed.
that stuck with me though and
His films show the reality of life
I was re-introduced to religion
at the impressive ten year Kericho
through the work for, initially,
Cathedral project, Scottish run
churches. The main and incredwith an American architect.
ible deep dive into all things bibli“There is no tradition of stained
cal was Queens Park Synagogue,
glass in Africa but there’s a fabGlasgow. In that work I discovulous tradition of sculpture, of
Above: Clark’s window installed in Caithness. Images (top left & right): Clark
ered my pleasure in research as
carving, hence the internal relief
working in residence at Bullseye Glass, USA (Photography Angus Mackay).
the basis for design. This is still
windows of the Stations of the
my main approach, although
Cross, using Bullseye. It’s only
that level of input doesn‘t seem to be appremonths, experimenting with glass that can
been possible to make coloured relief sculpciated today.”
be fused, melted and moulded to create a
tures since Bullseye made a range of comI’ve known John Clark for over thirty years,
whole new world of sculptural relief glass,
patible colours that can be fused together.”
yet only recently did I learn that he began
and also bagpipe music glass!
Most of us have no idea how things are
with maths and computing before studyClark first worked on bagpipe imagery in
made. The very real problems in Kenya of
ing in Bob Stewart’s Murals & Stained Glass
1996 for Glasgow’s Piping Centre. Here his
kiln temperature or cracks in the firing proDepartment at The Glasgow School. “I fell in
window imagery involved Canntaireachd
cess provide an obvious example. Luckily
love with cutting glass. I found it easy to do. I
lettering, a method of notation, a sung form
he’s good at maths! Starting a workshop,
must have done it in a former life!”
of the main tune. The “words” used show
teaching various skills, setting up a generaGraduating in 1981, with an MA in 1983, he
how the notes should be fingered. The wintor or kiln, creating a building, never mind
became lecturer there, but in 1984 estabdows are based on Pibroch, the classical
glass windows and bronze panels – that is a
lished his own studio and began work solely
form of Scottish Bagpipe music. Now, with
huge legacy John is leaving in Kenya for genas an artist. Now, most of his work comprises
his experimental work, he’s returned to the
erations to come.
commissions for stained or architectural
theme of bagpipe music, having developed
Music now plays an increasingly large role
glass. He made his name with Paisley Abbey
his revolutionary system.
in Clark’s life, especially since he decided to
windows (1988), the Lockerbie Memorial
He also worked with Bullseye to create
learn to read a score! He’d always played gui(1991), the Beirut Hostages windows (1993),
glass relief sculptures for the Kericho cathetar, but ten years ago got serious. Now he has
and Queen’s Park Synagogue window.
dral project in Africa. Clay, silicone and plasa band, and solo, gives concerts, often in the
His move to Germany in 1992 reflected
ter-created bronze relief sculptures. He even
interiors where his windows live. “One pasBritain’s brain drain. With no sign of new
designed terracotta tiles to make a pattern
sion leads to another.”
work, nor proper pay or prestige, he packed
on the roofs. Then there’s natural stone to
So what next? “I have no idea where this
up his Pollokshields studio for a new life near
create the mosaic; soap stone for statuary
music into glass, Pipes in Stripes, is going
Frankfurt where Firma Derix, founded in
and how many folk get the chance to design
to go,” he laughs. “Maybe I’ll compose a
1866, is located. Another factor is the lack of
a cathedral! This project has also brought
tune by reversing the method, putting colUK-made. When Sunderland’s Hartley Wood
me to film making,” he says.
our and pattern into music! But I do know I
firm closed, that was the final straw. “Hartley
His films are a superb new development,
have found a way to visualise something that
Wood made at least one unique type of
explaining his complex projects to the wider
exists that has never been seen before.” ■
streaky glass that cannot be got now. I used
world. They are now an important aspect of
it for the fish in my Cafe Gandolfi windows.”
his creativity. So we can explore creations
CLARE HENRY is former chief art critic for the
In 2019, Clark worked at Bullseye for three
closer to home like Glenmorangie’s Still
Financial Times and The Herald.
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